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Das Glaagut - Familie Hain
farm, farmhouse in Hochfilzen
The "Glaagut" was first mentioned in a document in 1377, but it is very likely that the history of the house goes back to the end of
the 12th century. Meter thick foundation walls made of pure stone and centuries old wood, cut in coordination with the moon
phase, are the coat, that gives this house its incomparable charme. Inside you can find bright wood, a lot of light and spacious
rooms. Within the past few years the building was renovated very carefully, without taking away its character. On the upper floors
you can find the "Schlafstuben" (dialect for bedrooms), on the ground floor the "Stube" (living room), the "Kuchi" (kitchen), a toilet
and a utility room. All renovations were done modestly and skillfully - unobtrusive but all the same visible. Wherever possible, the
old building fabric was preserved and fondly refurbished, high-quality furniture merges with beautiful details - all together a
harmonious combination.

outskirts of town · on the hiking path · right on the bike path · right at the cross-country ski trail
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Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers
Holiday home
On the groundfloor: The "Bauernküche" (kitchen) - fully equiped with
cooking island, oven, steamer, warming drawer, espresso-mashine and
dish washer. We offer sufficient cookware and tableware with fi...

ab

€ 300,00
per apartment on 17.06.2021

TO THE OFFER

1-12 Personen · 6 Bedrooms · 200 m²

Conditions
Pets EUR 15,-/day
Tested family accomodation:
Everything that is needed for a real family holiday can be found in these lodgings. From a cot to a high chair and a play ground in
the garden. You won't be disappointed!
Please note: In case of cancellation the GTC (Austrian General Terms and Conditons for the Hotel Industry) are valid.

Das Glaagut - Familie Hain
farm, farmhouse in Hochfilzen
Oberwarming 8
A-6395 Hochfilzen
Email: glaagut@gmx.at
Phone: 0043 5359 24127

Anna Hain
Familie Hain heißt Sie herzlich Willkommen und wünscht einen schönen Urlaubsaufenthalt in Hochfilzen!
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